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November 19, 2019
Demand for Removal From Any Watchlist Program Immediately.
Demand for Cease and Desist of All Community Policing, Operations Other Than War, NonConsensual Field Weapons Testing, Non-Consensual Military/Intelligence/Medical/Behavioral
Research, Neuro Experimentation, Neuro Monitoring, and Neuro Surveillance Immediately.
Demand for Cease and Desist of all Non-Consensual “Medical” or Surveillance Monitoring of NonConsensually Covertly Implanted RFIDs, WBANs, Bio-MEMs & 365 24/7 Location Monitoring/Radar
Tracking/Sensor Tracking/Clandestine Tracking.
Demand for Cease and Desist of all Neighborhood Usage of Anti-Personnel DEWs, Radar Tracking,
RF/Acoustic Technologies, Drone/Satellite/CellTower Transmissions Immediately.
Demand for Information, Notification, and Due Process.
To:
The Attorney-General of the USA, William Jefferson Barr
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
CC: Inspector-General of Department of Justice, Michael Horowitz
CC: Secretary of Defense, Mark T. Esper
CC: Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Mark Milley
CC: Secretary of US Air Force, Barbara Barrett
CC: Director of National Intelligence, Daniel R Coats
CC: Commander, USSOCOM, General Richard D Clarke
CC: Ambassador of India to the United States, Ambassador Harsh Vardhan Shringla
CC: President of the United States, Donald Trump, at The White House
Dear Attorney-General William Barr:
1. Since October 2013 right up to the present date, I have become and been the victim of 1)
assault on my person with electromagnetic/scalar/acoustic/neuro/nano technologies,
including non-consensual covert RFID implantation (twice overtly and aggressively by
sharpshooters in Milton, MA (Andrews Park/East Milton Square, December 2013) and Cape
Cod, MA (Nauset Beach, August 2015), whose signals I have recorded with electromagnetic
detectors, and bodily damages I have recorded photographically, and including multiple
assaults with nanotechnology; 2) overt and insulting community policing and monitoring
by neighbors; 3) character assassination, slander, and false-claim defamation as a
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prostitute and pornographer which I learned about from neighbors—and in insinuation as a
pedophile from complete strangers; 4) nonstop Psy Ops in street theatre from neighbors and
strangers 5) vandalism and break-ins into my home, destruction of property, and the theft
of my US passport and Indian OCI card in September 2016; 6) stalking and assault on my
body with health-damaging and nightly, sleep-depriving & REM-disrupting pulsed
RF/infra-red/millimeter wave technologies everywhere I travel in the USA and out,
including at shopping malls, retail stores, including nonstop aerial stalking, and including on
commercial plane-flights, domestic and transcontinental; 7) overt and insulting community
policing and monitoring by hotel owners, janitors, security guards who also appear to have
been fed stories of my supposedly being a prostitute, judging by their lewd and lascivious
remarks, even when I travel abroad, to India, land of my birth; 8) extreme noise harassment
campaigns which has involved overloud snowblowers, lawnmowers, leafblowers, power saws,
noisy truck traffic, zooming cars on my street (in Quincy, Massaschusetts), and helicopter
harassment every time I step out—still operative today.
2. It is very clear—despite opaque, National Security exemption-claiming responses to my FOIA
requests to the FBI, CIA, FAA, USAF, Secret Services and others--I have become the multiplyexploited victim of 1) unlawful and wrongful watchlisting as a “Known and Suspected
Terrorist” or “Non-Investigative Subject” as the FBI has it; 2) human trafficking into possibly a
multitude of non-consensual research, experimentation, and field Electronic Weapons Testing
projects run by USAF/AFRL/other agencies judging by the multiple and continuous assaults on
my body & continuous aerial tracking/assault; 3) non-consensual and false enrollment into a
Massachusetts Commonwealth Fusion Center community policing/surveillance/behavior
modification project under “Criminal Justice” or “Prevention of Crime” or “Countering Violent
Extremism” programs; 4) non-consensual and unethical exploitative and human-rights-violative
CIA/NSA Black Ops brain experimentation programs involving barbaric, trauma-based mind
control which exploits the FBI/DHS COINTELPRO programs of intimidation for trauma and
stress-creation while experimenting with neuro-modifying brains.
3. I have no criminal record, am obviously not a violent extremist, terrorist, or danger to human
society – but I am certainly being treated as one, and, judging by the harassive and provocative
COINTELPRO I get daily, being framed as one; any assertiveness I display in public in
speaking for myself is being met with doubled-down “monitoring” by strangers. I am not a
candidate for any “Pre-Crime” program, being a long-time educator, writer, and artist, in
addition to being a community-minded animal-rights and human-rights activist, firm
believer in all human and animal rights including the very basic, Constitutionallyprotected right to freedom of speech, outspoken against cruelty and injustice, motivated
by empathy, sympathy, and compassion for all, with a Buddhist/Hindu/Christian
orientation, who is against all war, all arms and violence, all cruelty to animals, and all
cruelty to humans. Far from being a “known or suspected terrorist,” or prostitute, or
pornographer, or pedophile—as smear campaigns locally have indicated to me, I have spent my
life teaching children, teenagers, and adults how to express themselves creatively through
writing and art, and still see my highest goal as inspiring and teaching others to write, paint, do
art, appreciate the natural world, understand natural science, and apply symmetries and patterns
from natural science to art, in addition to completing my own creative writing projects in
fiction, poetry, and memoir. If I have been watchlisted – and it certainly seems I have been – it
is clearly on Falsified reports, records, and intelligence—a wrongful FISA warrant or FMJ
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warrant has secretly been taken out on me: this is Treasonous.
4) In the past six years of my being wrongfully surveilled, targeted, and systematically and
repetitiously assaulted with Electronic Warfare weaponry, I have suffered multiple injuries
including second-degree blistering burns on my breasts, laser burns on my breasts,
extreme swollen blistering burns on my left-hand ring-finger, remote-strike damage to my
knees, electromagnetic rape and sexual-area assault, remote electro-shocking and electrovibration, uncountable attempts at assassination with remote heart-hits from drones,
parked cars, and once, in Fall 2016, from a helicopter across Houghton Pond, Milton (hit
recorded audibly at shielding worn at my heart), and extreme induced illness on many
occasions including migraines, bronchitis, viral flu, projectile vomiting; in all cases (except
the maser hits on my chest) I have been able to record audibly the externally-originating
sound of pulse-shots assaulting shielding I have held up against my face, head, and body
(being pummelled in absence of the shields), proving these are not internally-originating
illnesses but induced deliberately by electronic-warfare weaponry inclusive of pulse-shot
microwave and millimeter wave weapons. I have lost my small-business of creativity
workshops run out of my home—because parents of my students were contacted by slandering
Fusion Center criminals and pulled their kids out of classes; I have been unsuccessful at fulltime creative writing teaching job applications (despite being over-qualified and highly
accomplished in my field, with a history of successful University/Continuing Ed. Teaching in
the Washington, DC area, and a range of distinguished literary awards including a National
Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in Poetry in 2005 and the AWP Grace Paley Prize in Short
Fiction in 2008), as well as distinguished publications in literary journalism, poetry, and fiction,
including interviews with well-known writers Ursula K Le Guin, Sandra Cisneros, Junot Diaz,
Kim Roberts, Rose Solari, Naomi Thiers, Katherine Smith, Sid Gold, Lan Samantha Chang, and
others, by way of covert blacklisting; I have been stalked and assaulted with RF/acoustic/scalar
weapons everywhere in public and private nonstop; I have been literally burned alive in my
own bed in my own home at night, thanks to thermal infra-red weapons and abrasive
nanotechnology assaults on my upper back and spine—something I can report as continual,
from last night; I have endured the slurs, insults, and malicious hostility of my once-friendly
neighbors; I have experienced the abrupt turning of my own relatives into hostile, mocking,
psy-opping stalkers as well as their uninformed insistence of my reports of these crimes as
deriving from “paranoia and delusion,” and unconscionable suggestions that I exist in a state of
mental illness. All this despite the fact that I have recorded evidence of unexplained injuries,
high pulsed readings of EMFs on my person and in my vicinity, proving the reality of these
Spectrum Weapon attacks, which have been facilitated in Quincy and neighoring towns by the
clear and observable complicity of neighbors, local and state police, and city and state
governments.
5) In the six years of this calamitous, extreme, and traumatic assault on my body, brain, psyche,
and social presence, I have also embarked on a process of research, journalism, and public
education, which I continue today at my site The Everyday Concerned Citizen and my
broadcast site Ramola D Reports. In this process and by way of investigative reportage I have
found definitively that 1) Hundreds and possibly thousands of other Americans are being
subjected to similar crimes—as a consequence of mass FISA abuse; 2) Electronic Warfare
weaponry is being unethically, covertly and secretively field-tested on Americans by the USAF
and other treacherous US agencies as per published federal government contracts; 3)
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Neurotechnology is being unethically, secretively and covertly tested by DARPA, the CIA,
NSA, DIA, and other military and Intelligence groups, as well as NIJ and DOJ as per
testimonial from military AI/cybernetics/neuro -scientists and as per recently-released FOIA
documents tracking DOD-DOJ collusion; 4) Chemical and biological weapons such as
nanoweapons, aerosols, drugs, MEMs, sensors, WBANs are being tested unethically, covertly
and secretively by such agencies as the CIA, DOD, NIH, and numerous Universities; 5) The
FBI's unethical, medieval, harassive, and persecutory COINTELPRO in repression of
intelligent, caring, articulate, well-spoken, and thoughtful people like myself is in full
swing in the USA today; 6) Local governments, police forces, city councils, and the DHS are
unethically sitting back and permitting these covert operations of various kinds, highly
detrimental to bodies and brains, to occur openly in their midst—and apparently being
monetarily compensated for it, a subject still under scrutiny at my desk; 7) In fact, local police
and many unethical sheriffs, Fire and EMS personnel, as well as local businesses--by way
of “public-private” partnerships with fusion centers--are unethically, cruelly, inhumanely,
barbarously, sadistically actively participating in these actions of terror, persecution, and
harassment against Americans; 8) The unethical and inhumane practice of political
psychiatric repression is being used, in wrongful attributing of reporting-victim testimonial to
“delusion and paranoia” along with co-opting of major media in the wider suppression of public
knowledge of these crimes.
6) I am a free and living woman domiciled in the state of Massachusetts after being naturalized as
a national of this country in Virginia, and I lay claim to my God-given natural rights to my own
bodily and cerebral integrity and sovereignty as a free living being whose body belongs to noone but myself, and is most certainly not the property of any government or military or Vatican
or Crown corporation regardless of any extant delusions they may have about enslavement of
the citizenry based on ancient proclamations and self-serving pronouncements.
7) I am reporting to you that I, like other highly accomplished professionals around USA whose
cases I have reported through the course of my investigative journalism, that I have been put
through unconscionable amounts of Extreme and Tremendous Suffering, physical and
psychological—overwhelmingly physical—through the injurious and permanently damaging
use of this weaponry on my person, and a Life-Takedown Operation through the social
isolation, ostracism, and stigmatization I have experienced and continue to experience in my
community, and through the dirty Smear Campaigns run by the Boston FBI, the local Norfolk
County Sheriff's office, and local Commonwealth Fusion Center contractors in my community
to tarnish my reputation and good name as a highly community-minded person, a brilliant
college professor, and caring and nurturing community and children's educator and
humanitarian writer—which is what I am and have never stopped being--with incredible lies
and false aspersions probably supported by falsified records, falsely-obtained FISA warrants,
and false-claim National Security Letters, and which Smear Campaigns have invidiously,
nefariously, and criminally encouraged all Quincy, Milton, Braintree, Weymouth, Boston
residents, shop-owners, librarians, restaurateurs to see me as a putative terrorist, prostitute,
porn-interested person, pedophile, and criminal. These wrongful, baseless, and aspersive
notifications are major crimes against humanity and against my person—and against my
reputation as a writer and teacher, which I have spent a lifetime to build. After my interviews
with FBI whistleblower Geral Sosbee (please see Reports 56, 59, 75, 106, at Ramola D
Reports), I lay these crimes firmly at the door of the Boston FBI, the Quincy City Government,
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the Norfolk County Sheriff's office, and the Massachusetts Commonwealth Fusion Center,
which includes the Massachusetts State Police; in addition, my investigations point in the
direction of culpability of contractors General Dynamics, National Grid, Comcast, the CIA,
USSOCOM (Special Operations Command), DIA, NSA, and the US Air Force. Hundreds if not
thousands of smaller business contractors are also involved on a daily basis, in absolute
complicity, which essentially makes them all guilty of mass extortion and mass fraud, stalking,
interstate stalking, cyberhacking, assault and battery, sexual molestation, sex trafficking, and
conspiracy to commit crime, as described by sociologist Stephen Mullet. Just as an example, I
used to be a regular gym-user at the South Shore YMCA in Quincy; I stopped going there after
one day being hit invasively in the crotch with Precision-Assault DEWs and in the heart while
on the treadmill and in the ladies' locker-room; I witnessed a really thuggy-looking guy with a
gymbag sitting outside the ladies' locker-room, and knew intuitively he had been sitting there
hitting me—possibly using a portable scalar/spectrum/sonic weapon concealed in his gym bag-and this was not the only occasion of being hit while in the gym at the South Shore Y: this is the
quality of criminality that has been permitted now in every public place, where that treasonous
Reno/Deutch signoff from the DOD/DOJ MOU in 1994 to permit advanced-tech/non-lethal
tech testing and operation inside CONUS has led to absolute, barbaric radiation/sonic assault on
people like me, freely, in public places, and wickedly, in private places as well, inside homes
and buildings. This is UNACCEPTABLE.
7) I demand that you act within all powers of your office to immediately 1) Remove me From Any
Watchlist Program Immediately; 2) Cease and Desist from All Community Policing, Operations
Other Than War, Non-Consensual Field Weapons Testing, Non-Consensual
Military/Intelligence/Medical/Behavioral Research, Experimentation, Monitoring, and
Surveillance of my being Immediately; 3) Cease and Desist all Neighborhood Usage of DEWs,
Radar Tracking, RF/Acoustic Technologies Immediately—which means, halt immediately all
usage by neighbors and visitors to my neighborhood of these Remote Access, Remote Assault
Technologies on me (I will be publishing a list of the neighboring houses with names, from
where these attacks emanate shortly); and 4) Please provide further Information in lieu of
Notification at time of Wrongful Watchlisting and military/Intel/medical trafficking of who
exactly has been involved, so that I may have recourse to Due Process, Compensation, and
needed medical (such as surgical implant removal) treatment for these six years of outrageous
assault on my body and my life, and all mental and physical anguish that that has given rise to.
I do not think the US Military or US Intelligence agencies or the local Sheriff's office or the
local Mayor's office or Massachusetts State Police or DHS or US Airforce or FBI or CIA has a
right to take potshots at me with deadly radar and scalar and other exotic technologies, as they
have been doing, for more than six years now, nor to go around telling lies about me and
smearing my name, nor to intimidate me frequently with aerial stalking and low helicoptercircling, as they also have been doing, so they can be permitted by my brain-dead neighbors to
come park in their drives and basements and assault me.
I think the practice of these programs on innocent Americans is execrable, and it signifies
descent by this coterie of government parties into absolute barbarism.
At heart of these assaults is the excited “transformation” of Homeland Security and Criminal
Justice into bastions of unrivalled power over the American populace through use of covert
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spectrum and neuro/bio weapons programs enjoying euphemistic cover as advanced, pre-crime
technologies also hidden as “sensitive matters pertaining to national security and law
enforcement.”
In actuality, the use of these unconsented-to, undisclosed weapons on Americans is the
unleashing of domestic terrorism and extreme crime.
I think these programs should be stopped IMMEDIATELY and massive compensation paid out
to all victims of these crimes to permit them to recover their health, their careers, their work,
their families, and their lives. Anything less would be a continued betrayal.
This is not an affidavit and I have merely skimmed the surface here of the extreme persecution I
have endured. I will write soon again with a second letter, with more detail on the steps I took to
find out more of what was going on when I found myself under EMF weapon assault in late
October 2013, what preceded it, what I found out regarding an ongoing General Dynamics
contract testing millimeter wave weapons, how this local Quincy City Government run by
Mayor Thomas Koch via the Quincy Public School Board (which he, astonishingly, also Chairs
—with no discernible background in Education that any of us can detect) sought to retaliate
against me for speaking out about an Anti-Personnel DEW assault at my daughter's school last
year in March 2018, and more on my background as well. I aim to write a detailed affidavit,
replete with names of all the many parties including neighbors who have participated in these
crimes against me, and will make that available to you shortly.
Indeed, given the grotesque nature of these crimes and the palpably criminal construct of the
Department-of-Defense in-bed-with-Justice-Department Wrongful Mental Illness Attribution
Fraud protocol by which reporting victims of these crimes are further victimized by the local
Police Departments they report these Non Lethal Weapon assaults to by being embargoed into
Involuntary 302/5150/Baker Act Holds and dragged off to the local ER to be shot up by
ignorant or complicit psychiatrists with deadly, psychosis-inducing neuroleptics—which I have
been reporting insistently over the past few years, particularly in Newsbreak and Round Table
podcasts at Ramola D Reports—I apparently have no other recourse but insistently to write
about these criminal offenses, war crimes, and crimes against humanity—since Justice does not
appear to exist in the USA currently. Unconstitutional Military Weapons Testing, Neuroweapon
Testing, Sensor Tracking and Testing, Clandestine Tagging and Tracking, Brain Assaulting, and
Behavior Modification Experimentation however does!
I await your speedy response, and the immediate termination of these horrendous crimes against
me. As a reporter as well, I am glad to testify about all whose stories were brought to my
attention, and help END these crimes against humanity accruing from extremely amoral policies
and practices of both DOD, DOJ, and the Intel FBI/CIA/NSA coterie.
As you may know, from perusing the extensive reportage at my media site The Everyday
Concerned Citizen and my broadcasts at Youtube/RamolaDReports, I am dedicated to the
pursuit of justice through open investigative journalism and will indeed continue reporting on
these matters, on behalf of all Americans, and all people worldwide being subjected to such
horrific crimes. Honestly, if writers won't write, who will? I continue to live, breathe, and act as
a writer and chronicler of world events and will continue to write letters, articles, and books for
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the public record until these incredibly unethical and amoral dual-use weapons tests and
operations are stopped completely. The Department of Justice and the Department of Defense,
egged on by the FBI and CIA may have decided Non Lethal Weapons are the next best Flavor
of the Month, but in using them on my person and on others like me, you have created
witnesses, experiencers, and testifying victims to grave and abhorrent Crimes Against Humanity
which is precisely what their use occasions on the human body, and given cause for the
collective denunciation of these profoundly pernicious weapons, wrongfully labeled non-lethal
and essentially non-humane.
It seems to me the Department of Justice has taken a deleterious path to perdition through its
secretive use of anti-personnel non-lethal military weapons on the American public, and I will
be glad at any time to come into your offices and conference halls to speak further on this
subject and to educate Law Enforcement on what these weapons are doing to people's bodies,
brains, and lives. Meanwhile, I urge you to read the reports, letters, and interviews published at
my site, and I enclose my second and first Memoranda to President Trump for your perusal.
Please note that these Memos to the Preident are reporting mass FISA abuse in this nation;
President Trump was not the only one illegally surveilled and spied on. Were it not for mass
FISA abuse, we would not have the conditions of criminal secretive anti-personnel non-lethal
weapon assault on Americans that we have today; it appears the first step to rolling people into
these ghastly and unconscionably barbaric programs is Watchlist Fraud, on a massive scale,
involving FBI and DHS lies.
I may be reached at ramolad@everydayconcerned.net, 202-378-7485, c/o 154 Pine Street,
Quincy, MA 02170, or on Twitter at @EccEveryday and Facebook/Ramola Dharmaraj.I look
forward to your positive response very soon.
Yours in truth for myself and all suffering, innocent Americans and humanity, in the USA and
worldwide,
Ramola D/Dharmaraj (My publishing names)
Autograph:
:Ramola-grace: Dharmaraj.
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